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Abstract—Deep neural networks have exhibited promising per-
formance in image super-resolution (SR). Most SR models follow
a hierarchical architecture that contains both the cell-level design
of computational blocks and the network-level design of the
positions of upsampling blocks. However, designing SR models
heavily relies on human expertise and is very labor-intensive.
More critically, these SR models often contain a huge number of
parameters and may not meet the requirements of computation
resources in real-world applications. To address the above issues,
we propose a Hierarchical Neural Architecture Search (HNAS)
method to automatically design promising architectures with
different requirements of computation cost. To this end, we
design a hierarchical SR search space and propose a hierarchical
controller for architecture search. Such a hierarchical controller
is able to simultaneously find promising cell-level blocks and
network-level positions of upsampling layers. Moreover, to design
compact architectures with promising performance, we build a
joint reward by considering both the performance and compu-
tation cost to guide the search process. Extensive experiments
on five benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of our
method over existing methods.
Index Terms—Super-Resolution, Neural Architecture Search
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE super-resolution (SR) is an important computervision task that aims at designing effective models to
reconstruct the high-resolution (HR) images from the low-
resolution (LR) images [1]–[6]. Most SR models consist of two
components, namely several upsampling layers that increase
spatial resolution and a set of computational blocks (e.g.,
residual block) that increase the model capacity. These two
kinds of blocks/layers often follow a two-level architecture,
where the network-level architecture determines the positions
of the upsampling layers (e.g., SRCNN [7] and LapSRN [8])
and the cell-level architecture controls the computation of
each block/layer (e.g., RCAB [9]). In practice, designing deep
models is often very labor-intensive and relies heavily on
human expertise [10]–[13]. More critically, these hand-crafted
architectures are often not optimal in practice.
Regarding this issue, many efforts have been made to
automate the model designing process via Neural Architecture
Search (NAS) [14]. Specifically, NAS methods seek to find
the optimal cell architecture [14]–[16] or a whole network
architecture [17]. These automatically discovered architectures
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often outperform the manually designed architectures in both
image classification and language modeling tasks [14], [17].
However, existing methods may suffer from two limitations if
we apply them to search for an optimal SR architecture.
First, it is hard to directly search for the optimal two-level
SR architecture. For SR models, both the cell-level blocks
and network-level positions of upsampling layers play very
important roles to model performance. However, existing NAS
methods only focus on one of the architecture levels. Thus,
how to simultaneously find the optimal cell-level block and
network-level positions of upsampling layers is still unknown.
Second, most methods only focus on improving image
reconstruction performance but ignore the computational com-
plexity. In general, a larger or more complex model often
has better performance. However, given limited computation
resources, these models are often too large and become hard
to be applied to real-world applications [18], [19]. Regarding
this issue, how to automatically design promising architectures
with low computation cost is very important.
To address the above issues, we propose a novel Hierarchi-
cal Neural Architecture Search (HNAS) method to automati-
cally design SR architectures. Unlike existing methods, HNAS
simultaneously searches for the optimal cell-level blocks and
the network-level positions of upsampling layers. Moreover,
by considering the computation cost to build the joint reward,
our method is able to produce promising architectures with
low computation cost.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel Hierarchical Neural Architecture
Search (HNAS) method to automatically design cell-
level blocks and determine network-level positions of
upsampling layers.
• We propose a joint reward that considers both the SR per-
formance and the computation cost of SR architectures.
By training HNAS with such a reward, we can obtain
a series of architectures with different performance and
computation cost.
• Extensive experiments on several benchmark datasets
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Neural Architecture
Search (HNAS) method to automatically design promising
two-level SR architectures, i.e., with good performance and
low computation cost. To this end, we first define our hierarchi-
cal search space that consists of a cell-level search space and
a network-level search space. Then, we propose a hierarchical
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2Fig. 1. Architecture of SR model and the overview of the proposed hierarchical controller. (a) The two-level architecture for SR models that consist of
L =M+N+1 cells/blocks. (b) The overview of the hierarchical controller.
Fig. 2. An example of DAG that represents a cell architecture.
controller as an agent to search for good architectures. To
search for promising SR architectures with low computation
cost, we develop a joint reward by considering both the perfor-
mance and computation cost. We show the overall architecture
and the controller model of HNAS in Figure 1.
A. Hierarchical SR Search Space
In general, SR models often consist of two components,
namely several upsampling layers that increase spatial res-
olution and a series of computational blocks that increase
the model capacity. These two components form a two-level
architecture, where the cell-level identifies the computation of
each block and the network-level determines the positions of
the upsampling layers. Based on the hierarchical architecture,
we propose a hierarchical SR search space that contains a
cell-level search space and a network-level search space.
Cell-level search space. In the cell-level search space, as
shown in Fig. 2, we represent a cell as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) [14], [15], where the nodes denote the feature maps
in deep networks and the edges denote some computational
operations, e.g., convolution. In this paper, we define two kinds
of cells: (1) the normal cell that controls the model capacity
and keeps the spatial resolution of feature map unchanged, and
TABLE I
CANDIDATE OPERATIONS FOR NORMAL CELL AND UPSAMPLING CELL.
Normal Cell/Block Upsampling Cell/Block
• identity (skip connection) • area interpolation
• 3× 3 dilated convolution • bilinear interpolation
• 5× 5 dilated convolution • nearest-neighbor interpolation
• 3× 3 separable convolution • sub-pixel layer
• 5× 5 separable convolution • deconvolution layer
• up and down-projection block [20]
• residual channel attention block [9]
(2) the upsampling cell that increases the spatial resolution. To
design these cells, we collect the two sets of operations that
have been widely used in SR models. We show the candidate
operations for both cells in TABLE I.
For the normal cell, we consider seven candidate operations,
including identity mapping, 3× 3 and 5× 5 dilated convolu-
tion, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 separable convolution, up and down-
projection block (UDPB) [20], and residual channel attention
block (RCAB) [9]. For the upsampling cell, we consider 5
widely used operations to increase spatial resolution. Specif-
ically, there are 3 interpolation-based upsampling operations,
including area interpolation, bilinear interpolation [7], nearest-
neighbor interpolation [21]. Moreover, we also consider 2
trainable convolutional layers, namely the deconvolution layer
(also known as transposed convolution) [22] and the sub-pixel
convolution [23].
Based on the candidate operations, the goal of HNAS is to
select the optimal operation for each edge of DAG and learn
the optimal connectivity among nodes (See more details in
Section II-B).
Network-level search space. Note that the position of
upsampling block/layer plays an important role in both the
performance and computation cost of SR models. Specifically,
if we put the upsampling block in a very shallow layer, the
3feature map would increase too early and hence significantly
increase the computational cost of the whole model. By con-
trast, when we put the upsampling block in a deep layer, there
would be little or no layers to process the upsampled features
and hence the computation to obtain high resolution images
may be insufficient, leading to suboptimal SR performance.
Regarding this issue, we seek to find the optimal position of
the upsampling block for different SR models.
Let N and M denote the number of layers before and
after the upsampling block (See Figure 1 (a)). Thus, there
are L = M + N + 1 blocks in total. Given specific normal
and upsampling cells, our goal is to find the optimal position
of the upsampling block among L layers. We will show how
to determine the position in Section II-B.
B. Hierarchical Controller for HNAS
Based on the hierarchical search space, we seek to search for
the optimal cell-level and network-level architectures. Follow-
ing [14], [17], we use a long short-term memory (LSTM) [24]
as the controller to produce candidate architectures (repre-
sented by a sequence of tokens [17]). Regarding the two-level
hierarchy of SR models, we propose a hierarchical controller
to produce promising architectures. Specifically, we consider
two kinds of controllers, including a cell-level controller that
searches for the optimal architectures for both normal block
and upsampling block, and a network-level controller that
determines the positions of upsampling layers.
Cell-level controller. We utilize a cell-level controller to
find the optimal computational DAG with B nodes (See
example in Fig. 2). In a DAG, the input nodes −2 and node
−1 denote the outputs of the second nearest and the nearest
cell in front of the current block, respectively. The remaining
B−2 nodes are intermediate nodes, each of which also takes
two previous nodes in this cell as inputs. For each intermediate
node, the controller makes two kinds of decisions: 1) which
previous node should be taken as input and 2) which operation
should be applied to each edge. All of these decisions can be
represented as a sequence of tokens and thus can be predicted
using the LSTM controller [17]. After repeating B−2 times,
all of the B−2 nodes are concatenated together to obtain the
final output of the cell, i.e., the output node.
Network-level controller. Once we have the normal block
and upsampling block, we seek to further determine where
we should put the upsampling block to build the SR model.
Given a model with L layers, we predict the position, i.e.,
an integer ranging from 1 to L, where we put the upsampling
block. Since such a position relies on the design of both normal
and upsampling blocks, we build the network-level controller
that takes the embeddings (i.e., hidden states) of two kinds
of blocks as inputs to determine the position. Specifically, let
hN and hU denote the last hidden states of the controllers for
normal block and upsampling block, respectively. We concate-
nate these embeddings as the initial state of the network level
controller (See Fig. 1(b)). Since the network-level controller
considers the information of the architecture design of both
the normal and upsampling blocks, it becomes possible to
determine the position of the upsampling block.
Algorithm 1 Training method for HNAS.
Initialize: The number of iterations T , learning rate η, shared
parameters w, controller parameters θ.
1: Initialize w and θ.
2: for i=1 to T do
3: // Update w by minimizing the training loss
4: for each iteration on training data do
5: Sample α ∼ pi(α; θ);
6: w ← w − η∇wL(α,w).
7: end for
8: // Update θ by maximizing the reward
9: for each iteration on validation data do
10: Sample α ∼ pi(α; θ);
11: θ ← θ + ηR(α)∇θ log pi(α; θ,Ωi);
12: end for
13: end for
C. Training and Inference Methods
To train HNAS, we first propose the joint reward to guide
the architecture search process. Then, we depict the detailed
training and inference methods of HNAS.
Joint reward. Note that designing promising architectures
with low computation cost is of critical importance for real-
world SR applications. To this end, we build a joint reward by
considering both performance and computation cost to guide
the architecture search process. Given any architecture α, let
PSNR(α) be the PSNR performance of α, Cost(α) be the
computation cost of α in terms of FLOPs1. The joint reward
can be computed by
R(α) = λ ∗ PSNR(α)− (1− λ) ∗ Cost(α), (1)
where λ denotes the weight of model performance in the
joint reward. In general, the higher PSNR or lower cost
the controller produces, the better the model will be. From
Eqn. (1), a larger λ would result in the architectures with
better performance but higher cost (See results in Table II).
In practice, we can adjust λ according to the requirements of
real-world applications.
Training method for HNAS. With the joint reward, follow-
ing [14], [17], we apply the policy gradient [25] to train the
controller. We show the training method in Algorithm 1. To
accelerate the training process, we adopt the parameter sharing
technique [14], i.e., we construct a large computational graph,
where each subgraph represents a neural network architecture,
hence forcing all architectures to share the parameters.
Let θ and w be the parameters of the controller model
and the shared parameters. The goal of HNAS is to learn
an optimal policy pi(·) and produce candidate architectures
by conduct sampling α∼pi(α). To encourage exploration, we
introduce an entropy regularization term into the objective to
prevent the controllers from premature convergence [26].
Inferring Architectures. Based on the learned policy pi(·),
we conduct sampling to obtain promising architectures. Specif-
ically, we first sample several candidate architectures and then
select the architecture with the highest validation performance.
Finally, we build SR models using the searched architectures
(including both the cell-level blocks and network-level position
of upsampling blocks) and train them from scratch.
1FLOPs denotes the number of multiply-add operations.
4TABLE II
COMPARISONS WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS BASED ON ×2 SUPER-RESOLUTION TASK. RESULTS MARKED WITH “†” WERE OBTAINED BY
TRAINING THE CORRESPONDING ARCHITECTURES USING OUR SETUP. “-” DENOTES THE RESULTS THAT ARE NOT REPORTED.
Model #FLOPs (G) SET5PSNR / SSIM
SET14
PSNR / SSIM
B100
PSNR / SSIM
Urban100
PSNR / SSIM
Manga109
PSNR / SSIM
Bicubic - 33.65 / 0.930 30.24 / 0.869 29.56 / 0.844 26.88 / 0.841 30.84 / 0.935
SRCNN [7] 52.7 36.66 / 0.954 32.42 / 0.906 31.36 / 0.887 29.50 / 0.894 35.72 / 0.968
VDSR [27] 612.6 37.53 / 0.958 33.03 / 0.912 31.90 / 0.896 30.76 / 0.914 37.16 / 0.974
DRCN [28] 17,974.3 37.63 / 0.958 33.04 / 0.911 31.85 / 0.894 30.75 / 0.913 37.57 / 0.973
DRRN [29] 6,796.9 37.74 / 0.959 33.23 / 0.913 32.05 / 0.897 31.23 / 0.918 37.92 / 0.976
SelNet [30] 225.7 37.89 / 0.959 33.61 / 0.916 32.08 / 0.898 - -
CARN [31] 222.8 37.76 / 0.959 33.52 / 0.916 32.09 / 0.897 31.92 / 0.925 38.36 / 0.976
MoreMNAS-A [32] 238.6 37.63 / 0.958 33.23 / 0.913 31.95 / 0.896 31.24 / 0.918 -
FALSR [33] 74.7 37.61 / 0.958 33.29 / 0.914 31.97 / 0.896 31.28 / 0.919 37.46 / 0.974
Residual Block [34]† 47.5 36.72 / 0.955 32.20 / 0.905 31.30 / 0.888 29.53 / 0.897 33.36 / 0.962
RCAB [9]† 84.9 37.66 / 0.959 33.17 / 0.913 31.93 / 0.896 31.19 / 0.918 37.80 / 0.974
Random† 111.7 37.83 / 0.959 33.31 / 0.915 31.98 / 0.897 31.42 / 0.920 38.31 / 0.976
HNAS-A (λ = 0.2) 30.6 37.84 / 0.959 33.39 / 0.916 32.06 / 0.898 31.50 / 0.922 38.15 / 0.976
HNAS-B (λ = 0.6) 48.2 37.92 / 0.960 33.46 / 0.917 32.08 / 0.898 31.66 / 0.924 38.46 / 0.977
HNAS-C (λ = 0.9) 83.6 38.11 / 0.964 33.60 / 0.920 32.17 / 0.902 31.93 / 0.928 38.71 / 0.985
III. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiment, we use the DIV2K dataset [35] to train
all the models. To show the effectiveness of out method, we
conduct comparisons on five benchmark datasets, including
Set5 [36], Set14 [37], BSD100 [38], Urban100 [39], and
Manga109 [40]. We compare different models in terms of
PSNR, SSIM, and FLOPs. Please see more training details
in supplementary. We have made the code of HNAS available
at https://github.com/guoyongcs/HNAS-SR.
A. Quantitative Results
In this experiment, we compare our method with several
hand-crafted SR models, including the Bicubic, SRCNN [7],
VDSR [27], DRCN [28], DRRN [29], SelNet [30], CARN
[31]. Moreover, we also compare two NAS based methods,
namely MoreMNAS-A [32] and FALSR [33]. By training
HNAS with different λ, we can obtain a series of architectures
with different performance and computation cost. To illustrate
this, we set λ = {0.2, 0.6, 0.9} and obtain 3 architectures
HNAS-A/B/C accordingly. Please see the detailed architec-
tures in supplementary.
Table II shows quantitative comparisons for 2× SR. Note
that all FLOPs are measured based on a 3×480×480 input LR
image. Compared with the hand-crafted models, our models
tend to yield higher PSNR and SSIM and lower fewer FLOPs.
Specifically, HNAS-A yields the lowest FLOPs but still out-
performs a large number of baseline methods. Moreover,
when we gradually increase λ, HNAS-B and HNAS-C take
higher computation cost and yield better performance. These
results demonstrate that HNAS can produce architectures with
promising performance and low computation cost.
B. Visual Results
To further show the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we also conduct visual comparisons between HNAS and three
SR methods, such as CARN [31], MoreMNAS [32] and
FALSR [33]. We show the results in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Visual comparisons of different methods for 2× SR.
From Fig. 3, the considered baseline methods often produce
very blurring images with salient artifacts. By contrast, the
searched models by HNAS are able to produce sharper images
than other methods. These results demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel Hierarchical Neural
Architecture Search (HNAS) method to automatically search
for the optimal architectures for image super-resolution (SR)
models. Since most SR models follow the two-level archi-
tecture design, we define a hierarchical SR search space and
develop a hierarchical controller to produce candidate archi-
tectures. Moreover, we build a joint reward by considering
both SR performance and computation cost to guide the search
process of HNAS. With such a joint reward, HNAS is able
to design promising architectures with low computation cost.
Extensive results on five benchmark datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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6Supplementary Materials for “Hierarchical Neural Architecture
Search for Single Image Super-Resolution”
We organize our supplementary materials as follows. First, we show the concrete structure about our derived models, including
HNAS-A, HNAS-B and HNAS-C, and then do some brief analysis in Section A. Second, we will depict the implementation
details about our HNAS models, including the datasets and training details in Section B.
A. Analysis of Model Structures
The Derived Models. The graph representations of HNAS-A, HNAS-B and HNAS-C are shown in Fig. 4.
(a) normal cell of HNAS-A (b) normal cell of HNAS-B (c) normal cell of HNAS-C
(d) upsampling cell of HNAS-A (e) upsampling cell of HNAS-B (f) upsampling cell of HNAS-C
Fig. 4. The structural details of HNAS-A/B/C. The positions of the upsampling cell for these architectures are 10/12/12 (out of L = 12 layers), respectively.
As shown in Fig. 4, we can observe that the structures of our derived models, HNAS-A, HNAS-B and HNAS-C, are quite
different from each other. We provide enough operations for cell nodes to choose, including seven candidate operations and
five upsampling operations in the search space of normal cell and upsampling cell respectively, as mentioned in TABLE I.
Besides, the computational DAG consists of B nodes, and the intermediate B-2 nodes can randomly take two previous nodes
in this cell as inputs, which provides a series of models that have different structures and performance for model selection.
B. Implementation Details
When training HNAS model, we use different setting about datasets and hyper-parameters. Thus, we will present our
implementation details on both the datasets and the training details in this section.
Datasets. Following [27], we train all SR networks using 800 training images from DIV2K dataset [35]. Specially, at search
stage, we split DIV2K training set into 40% and 60% slices to train the model parameters w and the transformer parameters
θ, respectively. Set5 [36] dataset is used as the validation set. After searching stage, we can infer some novel different cell
architectures. Then, we re-train these cell architectures from scratch with all the 800 images from DIV2K dataset.
Training details. We employ one-layer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [24] network with 100 as our RNN model. The
learning rate follows a cosine annealing schedule with ηmax = 0.001 and ηmin = 0.00001 [41]. The batch-size is set to 16.
The ADAM optimizer is used to train our model. We train the three LSTM controllers using the same settings, except for using
ηmax = 0.0003 and ηmin = 0.00015. We add the controller’s sample entropy to the reward, weighted by 1. Each architecture
search is run for 400 epochs. The total number of layer is set to 12 and the channels of each operations to 8. Note that after
concatenating the output of cell nodes, the channels of a model is equal to 32. At the inferring stage, we retrain the selected
model using the same settings as the searching stage, except for setting 64 channels of each operations.
